
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Marina Bay Sands rolls out red carpet 
for Hong Kong celebrities  

Biggest line-up of TVB artistes lends their glamour at 
StarHub TVB Awards 2015  

 

 
 

Eager fans gathered at the Skating Rink to welcome their favourite TVB stars 
Credit: Marina Bay Sands 

 
Singapore (24 October 2015) – Marina Bay Sands welcomed a star-studded cast of celebrities 
from Hong Kong this evening, as they lit up the integrated resort with special appearances for 
StarHub TVB Awards 2015. The event, held at Marina Bay Sands for the fifth consecutive year, 
witnessed a couple of firsts including a red carpet special at the Skating Rink.  
 
25 TVB artistes – the strongest cast yet – including Kenneth Ma, Ruco Chan, Moses Chan and 
Linda Chung, turned up in their glittery best to kick off the event at the Rink, treating the fans 
and members of the public to a visual extravaganza.  



 

 

 
All eyes were set on stage when red carpet emcees Jeremy Tian and Veracia Yong bantered 
with the glamorous artistes, many of whom have been hosted by Marina Bay Sands for this 
award over the past few years.  
 
“This is the fifth year that Marina Bay Sands has had the privilege to host the Starhub TVB 

Awards. For the very first time, the awards red carpet is held at our Skating Rink, where fans 

can get up close and personal with their favourite TVB stars and enjoy an unobstructed 360-

degree view of this glitzy celebration. As with any high octane event at Marina Bay Sands, it is 

our desire to bring people closer to the action. The Starhub TVB Award red carpet event is a 

classic showcase of the integrated resort’s ability to bring top-class entertainment to our 

guests,” said Mr. Maunik Thacker, Senior Vice President of Marketing, Marina Bay Sands.   

 

 
 

Moses Chan and Linda Chung with emcees, Jeremy Tian (田铭耀)and Veracia Yong(雍可欣) at The Skating Rink   
Credit: Marina Bay Sands 



 

 

          
 
              Kenneth Ma and Tracy Chu (Left) and Ruco Chan and Grace Chan (Right ) walked the red carpet 

Credit: Marina Bay Sands 

 
The Award Presentation took place after the red carpet walk, at the Grand Theatre, MasterCard 
Theatres at Marina Bay Sands. The awards, recognising and honouring the best in Hong Kong 
TV, featured 15 awards categories with 12 opened to public voting.  
 
The 2015 Awards is also a celebration of Singapore’s Golden Jubilee. A four-month long fan 
engagement campaign was launched in July with events culminating in the long-awaited 
StarHub TVB Awards at Marina Bay Sands. Additionally, a special commemorative award, Star 
of the Stars, was also presented to the deserving TVB artiste. The award recognises the 
artiste’s ability to forge a strong emotional connection with Singaporean audiences throughout 
the years across multiple roles.  

### 
 
About Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd 

Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment destination in Asia. It features large and flexible 
convention and exhibition facilities, 2,560 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands SkyPark, the best shopping mall 
in Asia, world-class celebrity chef restaurants and an outdoor event plaza. Its two theatres showcase a range of 
leading entertainment performances including world-renowned Broadway shows. Completing the line-up of 
attractions is ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to permanent and marquee exhibitions. For 
more information, please visit www.marinabaysands.com.  
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